
1. Attach Grommets and Castors
Complete Step A before Step B to attach the castor wheels properly.

Push the four plastic grommets into the end of each of the four leg ends, 
then push each castor wheel in to the hole in the centre of each grommet. 
Note: For a static rail without wheels you should still fit the grommets.

2. Construct the Rail Base
The base tube on 5 and 6 foot variants is comprised of two sections. 

Connect the leg sections to the base tube making sure the push pins ‘click’ 
into their locking holes, standing the assembly on its wheels/legs.

* 5 & 6 ft models
only

Note: The legs will be leaning outwards slightly, this is normal at this stage.

3. Connect the Upright Sections
The upright tubes will also be leaning out, away from each other.

Push the narrower ends of the upright tubes into the legs making sure the 
push pins ‘click’ into their locking holes. 
Note: The rail is tension fitted and will be straightened up in the final step.

4. Fit the Top Rail
Give the top rail a gentle tap on both ends to check the fit.

Attach one end of the top rail into one of the upright tubes, then pull the 
other end and other upright tube together and fit top rail securely.
Note: To deconstruct, follow the steps in reverse, ignoring step 1.
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Safety Tips

Box Contents

+ Read through all instructions before beginning assembly
+ If you have any defective parts please do not use
+ If you are unsure about assembly, ask our team
+ Assemble in a suitable space and on a sturdy, level surface
+ Check structure is secure before use 
+ Do not use on an uneven or non-flat surface
+ Do not overload your rail

*Note: The base tube on 2, 3, and 4 foot wide models is just 
one section (C) and there is no section (D) in the box.

(Shown: 5 foot wide model)
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* Tension-based fit
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This guide details the assembly of our Heavy Duty Single Clothes Rails in 1550 mm height and 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 foot widths.

Please note: Returns on assembled units are not accepted unless the unit is faulty. 
For more information and how to contact us, please visit our website or respond on one of our emails.
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